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Foreword
Young people have great ideas that can positively impact society. At Recrear, we believe in the power of these
ideas and we work to support their development and implementation. The goal of Recrear Participación is to provide
the skills and confidence for young people to be bold and take responsibilities for their community. We believe this
confidence is more powerful than any financial contribution.
Our ability to deliver Recrear Participación was furthered through our partnership with Yspaniola - an
organization mandated to empower marginalized batey communities of Dominicans and Haitians. If not for the far
reaching network of Yspaniola in the Dominican Republic we would have not been able to reach to such a diverse
and interesting group of participants. Our partner‟s support helped us better understand our audience and to learn
more about the challenges and opportunities faced by young people in the Dominican Republic. We want to take
this occasion to thank once again Yspaniola, particularly Gerald, Julie, Marissa and Jake for all their support and
warmth.
- Gioel, Kirsten, Kevin

Introduction
Recrear Participación is an interactive workshop providing young people with the tools to develop their ideas and
passion into sustainable community projects. Recrear Participación was piloted between July 10th and July 25th, 2011
in two, separate, week-long workshops in the Dominican Republic.
This report reviews the two pilot projects. The goals of the report are to:
-

Provide an overview of the projects;

-

Provide insights into the trainers‟ experience delivering the pilot projects;

-

Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each pilot projects;

-

Discuss each project‟s follow up;

-

Makes suggestions on how to improve Recrear Participacion‟s future implementations.

We look forward to your ideas, comments and suggestions. If you are interested in hosting Recrear Participación,
please do not hesitate to contact us at participacion@recrear.info.
Kind Regards,
RECREAR
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About Recrear
Recrear is an organization believing above all in the potential of young minds. Our aim is to
enable inspired youths to create and carry out their own projects in the field of international
development. We seek to provide support for projects run by young people for young
people. Using our global network, Recrear envisions a platform where project developers can
be put into contact with consultants, like-minded NGOs and corporations in demand of
development-based corporate social responsibility programs. To read more about Recrear visit: http://www.recrear.ca

Local Partner: Yspaniola
“Yspaniola empowers marginalized batey communities of Dominicans and Haitians in
the Dominican Republic. Through university scholarships, leadership training and
community development, we provide resources for individuals and bateys to access
local networks and rise out of poverty. We hope that one day all students in the
Dominican Republic can aspire to higher education, and through education, use their knowledge and skills to bring
their families and communities out of poverty.” To read more about Yspaniola visit: www.eng.yspaniola.org

The Trainers

Program Coordinators
-

Gioel Gioacchino, (Italy)
Email: g.gioacchino@recrear.org

Gioel believes that intercultural communication is a powerful tool for
addressing development challenges. Her experiences in life have
been motivated by a sincere curiosity in exploring different cultures and stories.

It is this curiosity that has pushed her to make the most out of her experience as a student. Gioel grew up in a small
town in Italy for most of her life and has always tried to grasp any opportunity to study abroad. During her
undergraduate at the University of New Orleans, Gioel travelled the world and studied conflict resolution on board of
the Scholar Ship. The four- month trip was a true intercultural communication „experiment‟ and it profoundly
impacted her view of the world.

After that powerful journey, Gioel received a grant to study and work in Germany for a year. In 2009, she spent a
month in Nablus delivering a „Cultural Dialogue‟ workshop with Project Hope. Following the project, Gioel took part
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in co-founding Recrear with the idea of establishing a platform to facilitate students and young professionals‟ access
a platform to experiment innovative developmental approaches and launch their own initiatives. Gioel holds a BA in
International Studies with focus on Diplomacy from the University of New Orleans and is currently pursuing a MPhil
in Development Studies at Cambridge University.

- Kirsten Williams (Canada)
Email: k.williams@recrear.org
Though she was born Canadian, Kirsten has come to recognize herself as a global citizen who thrives off being able
to challenge world view and embrace foreign cultures. After having spent 4 years in Indonesia and 3 years in
Tanzania during my youth, it was no surprise that she learned to cultivate a love for the world of development.

Since returning to Canada Kirsten became the Vice President of Corporate Relations with AIESEC Carleton. Within this
chapter of the world‟s largest student-run organization, she was responsible bringing interns from abroad to work for
companies and even NGO‟s in Canada‟s capital. Since her time of cultivating a love for Development Theater in
Tanzania, Kirsten continually maintained a commitment to seeking new platforms in which she can empower others.
Moreover, in the spirit of understanding the policy that informs development, she has also kept a firm commitment
to Model United Nations and has frequented many international conferences over the years.

- Kevin Potter (USA)
Email: k.potter@recrear.org
A native New Orleanian, Kevin‟s interest in development was spun out of his studies of Urban Planning at the
University of New Orleans. It was there that he learned how the physical environment can greatly influence the
perception of opportunity from within the community. During his undergrad, he was
also afforded the opportunity to study in multiple communities within Morocco and Italy which enabled him the firsthand vision and implications that international actions can have on the local scale. Additionally, he has striven for
increasing the leadership capacity in New Orleans by working with various student organizations and
developing training sessions for their members.
After participating in Recrear.beta in Berlin in 2010, Kevin saw the need for his own community to capitalize on the
movement Recrear was attempting to build. He was critical in partnering with the University of New Orleans for the
launch of the first local chapter of Recrear and is looking forward to working with the new local team to include all
the city‟s universities within the first year.
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About Recrear Participación
Community development is most effective when those
instigating the projects are the ones who understand best the
challenges that the idea attempts to address. Community
projects represent an act of empowerment at the level of the
individual carrying out the project, as well as for the community
they are impacting. Recrear Participación encourages
participants to engage more pro-actively with their community
and to think critically about their community‟s challenges while
exploring innovative ways to address them.

The workshop includes project design training and team building. Recrear Participación provided opportunity for
students to:
· Understand the basic principles of
developing, managing and
implementing sustainable projects;
· Practice their public speaking skills;
· Learn how to effectively work in
teams;
· Build leadership skills;
· Have fun!
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Schedule
Although each session is designed around the objective of the day, all included elements of team building,
interactive exercises and presentations.

Day 1

• Presentation: Introduction to Recrear - Recrear Participacion; the Rules of the Game - What is a project?
• Group work: The Idea Wall -Team building excercise

Day 2

• Presentation: Finding your Why: The Golden Circle
• Group Work: What are your objectives?

Day 3

• Teams Presentation: Video Pitch
• Group Work: SWOT analysis

Day 4

• Group Work: Developing your strategies: Venn Diagram
• Teams Presentation: Strategies presentation and group feed back

Day 5

• Group work: From Strategies to 1 Year Plan
• Final Presentations

Day by Day Overview

Day 1
Objectives
 Introduce Recrear Participación: This presentation familiarizes the participants to Recrear‟s mandate and the
purpose and motivation behind Recrear Participación.
 Select project ideas: Through the idea wall, individuals brainstorm ideas on potential projects. The most
promising ideas are voted upon by the group. The group then subdivides into teams committed to developing
the idea throughout the remainder of the
workshop.
 Build the team dynamic: Using interactive
exercises participants become better acquainted
with their fellow colleagues.
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Day 2
Objectives
 Introduce the Golden Circle concept: This perspective on how to present an idea asks individuals to delineate
the why, how and what of their project. By encouraging that their „why‟, otherwise known as the project
mandate, informs their strategies and programs; participants learn to streamline their project design.
 Identify project objectives: Groups engage in an exercise that asks each team to brainstorm key words in
response to the question “What do you want your project to accomplish?”. The combination of an open
discussion and individual decision making on the „priorities‟ allows teams to come to an equal and fair
decision on the top three objectives of their project.

Day 3
Objectives
 Conduct a SWOT analysis: With a common agreement on the project objectives, groups can now move to
identify the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats to the project idea.

 Strengthen team building: Using an exercise, participants are challenged to work in a result-based environment
by learning to set goals for themselves, improve communication and capitalize on positive energy amongst
others.

Day 4
Objectives
 Develop concrete strategies: The teams brainstorm potential strategies to achieve each objective. By filling in a
Venn diagram, the teams establish strategies that meet the objectives they intend focusing on.
 Provide and receive feedback on strategies: The teams present the strategies they developed to the group to
receive feedback in order to assess the feasibility and brainstorm more ideas.

Day 5
Objectives
 Develop a one-year plan: The teams discuss how to manage the groups‟ strategies into a quarterly one-year
plan. This allows the teams to place their strategies on a concrete timeline.
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 Create a final presentation: The groups prepare to present a project proposal. Following the presentations, the
group provides final feedback and discusses the next steps of the project implementation.
Project Objectives

Below is more info on two of the projects developed by the teams working on Recrear Participación in Esperanza. If
you are interested in reading more about the specific projects in Esperanza and Santiago visit
recrearparticipacion.wordpress.com or contact us.
Revolution R-Animist
Revolution R-Animist a project born from
the union of two bands from Esperanza
and Batey respectively made of talented
singers and musicians. Revolution RAnimist produces and performs music to:


Promote music without

discrimination;


Relief the pain of those suffering

of health through music;


Support victims in Haiti.

The group will engage in the following activities:


Write songs against discrimination and racism;



Utilize music to organize activities to discuss community problems;



Develop a music that is truly inclusive and anti-discriminatory. Engage with the community and invite people
to make suggestions on relevant themes for the group‟s lyrics by:
o Creating a Facebook group;
o Inviting people to make suggestions during live performances;
o Ask students in school what they would like to see addressed in the music;



Sing for children at the hospital;



Sing for children and the community in the Batey.



Organize a trip to Haiti to understand the report to the community in Esperanza and discuss the issues of Haiti
more profoundly.

Project Timeline
In the first month of operation, the group will engage in activities that do not require any external resources, such
as:


Write three songs;



Organize two performances for children in Batey Libertad;



Create a Facebook page.
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In three months the group aims to launch certain initiatives such as:


Organize two performances a month for children in the hospital;



Continue to perform for the children in Batey Liberdad;



Organize an interactive game a month to involve the community in Esperanza and Batey.

In six months, the group‟ goals are to:


Organize three performances a month for children in the hospital;



Continue with the interactive game and performance for children initiative;



Organize a concert in Haiti.

Football for the Future
Football for the Future is a dynamic football team composed of a diverse group seeking to capitalize on football as a
tool for development and community building.
Football for the Future uses football as a positive alternative for youth in the community because they believe in:



Integrating the community of Esperanza and the Batey



Inspiring the creativity of youth through football;



Providing a pastime for young people in the community.

The group will engage in the following activities:


Organize a team from the community in Esperanza;



Create a Facebook page to inform others about upcoming games;



Organize a football camp;



Organize regular games and make the schedule available to others;



Invite teams from other communities to play;

Coordinate and network to find potential sponsors for the following:


Football shirts, shorts and socks for 40 people;



10 footballs;



2 Goals;



Pocket money to pay for transportation between the two communities;
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Shin pads;



Football cleats.

In the first month of operation, the group will engage in activities that do not require any resources, such as:


Establish a dynamic team of individuals committed to the initiative;



Create a Facebook page;



Coordinate with team members from the Batey and Esperanza to find regular practice and game times that are
appropriate;



Create a schedule for all future games and make it available online, via SMS or through flyers.

In three months the group aims at expanding their activities and:


Run a football camp for youth interested in cultivating basic football skills;



Network and research to find possible donors for all football resources;



Use the Facebook group to promote initiatives like the football camp.

In six months, the group‟s goals are to:


Organize a more „advanced‟ level football camp for youth



Host a game: Batey vs. Esperanza



Attend out of city games as a unified team: Esperanza and Batey
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Strengths and Weaknesses
Strengths

Weaknesses

Esperanza

Esperanza



The workshop represented an important



opportunity for cooperation between young
people of Dominican and Haitian origins;




ratio;


Accommodating working space at the
Yspaniola House;



The group was composed of very diverse age

The ideas developed were feasible for

groups; some participants were able to

implementation;

contribute and engage more than others;

Working group team dynamics improved
The teams had the opportunity to experiment
with different ways for presenting their work;



Language was a barrier between the Recrear
team and the participants



throughout the workshop


The group had a unbalanced male-female

Games were useful in bridging age and cultural
divide

Limited resources impeded efficient workshop
delivery (i.e. lack of projector, wireless)



Travel costs or participants placed constraints
on their ability to attend all sessions.

Strengths

Weaknesses

Santiago

Santiago

 Very engaged and passionate group
 Group has good experience in team working

 Working space was restricting given number of
participants

 Group has solid organizational knowledge

 Exercises took longer than expected

 Strong group commitment in team building

 Language was a barrier

exercises
 Group demonstrated a high level of
professionalism
 Balanced male to female ratio and
homogeneous age group

 Uneven male to female participation in
presentations
 Difficulty in moving ideas away from abstract
into more concrete actionable strategies
 Group dynamics were preset given the
familiarity between individuals and did not
allow for equal participation of all.
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Budget

Recrear Participación! Budget
Esperanza and Santiago, Dominican Republic

* All prices are indicated in USD. ** All amounts refer to the expenses for three trainers.
Costs

Income

Recrear Participación! Dominican Republic: July 10th to July 25th, 2011
Living costs

596.6

Travelling Costs

2051.1
Total

2647.7

Total Fundraised
Total Deficit

$1,054.22
1593.48
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